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PhD Position F/M Security mechanisms for distributed collaborative systems

Le descriptif de l’offre ci-dessous est en Anglais

Type de contrat : CDD

Niveau de diplôme exigé : Bac + 5 ou équivalent

Fonction : Doctorant

Contexte et atouts du poste

This PhD thesis will take place in team COAST and will be supervised by Claudia-Lavinia Ignat, HDR, CRCN Inria, Inria center of Lorraine University and Olivier Perrin, Professor, Lorraine University.

Mission confiée

We want to propose a security mechanism adapted for distributed collaborative systems without a central authority. The security mechanism has to deal with user access rights to the shared documents as well as with end-to-end encryption of data with key management suitable for dynamic user groups. The mechanism has to be easy to use and will be tested with users.

Existing access control mechanisms mainly based on a central authority feature several difficulties in the context of collaborative systems. In the case of a federation of organizations, agreeing on an authority that manages access rights is almost impossible. Lack of a central authority raises issues of group management such as joining and leaving the group as well as rights revocation. Indeed, it should be possible for a partner to revoke granted rights without contacting an external authority. Moreover, current access control mechanisms feature performance issues that are critical for real-time collaboration where the number of updates is high. Indeed, delays are too high for sending at each user action an access request and waiting for its answer from a trusted central authority which maintains the security policies.

In order to provide high data availability in collaborative systems, data is typically replicated and users are allowed to concurrently modify replicated data. In order to avoid the use of a central server that stores access rights, we propose that in addition to the replication of data, access rights are also replicated. CRDTs (Commutative Replicated Data Types) [1, 2] were proposed as suitable replicated data structures where parallel modifications are conflict free by construction. We want to propose CRDTs for managing replicated data and replicated access control.

In the face of concurrent edits on the access rights and the document, conflicts are likely to occur. For instance, users might execute operations on the document while their rights of executing these operations are concurrently revoked. An important feature of collaborative applications is to allow multiple dynamic administrators that can modify users access rights (e.g. read or write) to the shared documents. Existing solutions that replicate access rights rely either on a single administrator per document [3, 4] or on centralised coordination mechanisms to avoid conflicts introduced by multiple administrators [5]. Considering multiple administrators generates more conflictual cases to deal with than in the case of a single administrator [6,7]. For instance, an administrator might assign an access right to a user, while concurrently this administrator right is removed. We want to propose a replicated access control mechanism that manages a collaborative document with multiple, dynamic administrators. Besides maintaining consistency over the replicated document state and access rights, the proposed CRDT solution should preserve document integrity and prevent unauthorized modifications. An a posteriori enforcement should be provided in order to correct the document state by compensating the effect of unauthorized modifications.

Group key generation and revocation can be done in concurrency with modifications on the shared document and its access rights. The challenge is to compose CRDTs for access rights and data synchronisation with group key management operations.

As mentioned above, end-to-end encryption is very important for ensuring the security of mutable data in the collaboration. Large collaborative service providers such as Dropbox, iCloud and GoogleDrive adopted encryption solutions in order to store only the encrypted version of shared documents. However, for facilitating the usage of their services, encryption keys are stored by the service providers which gives them the possibility of accessing the non encrypted data and being subject to different attacks. We plan to investigate suitable end-to-end encryption techniques for collaboration over mutable data where messages sent between participants are end-to-end encrypted and servers do not
need to access non encrypted data. Synchronization algorithms based on CRDT are suitable for end-to-end encryption in a peer-to-peer environment where data will be decrypted only at the receiver side and conflicts can be resolved locally.

The access control mechanism proposed in this thesis will be implemented on a peer-to-peer collaborative real-time editor such as MUTE (https://github.com/coast-team/mute). Its feasibility will be tested for Matrix (https://matrix.org/), a protocol for secure, decentralised communication, and compared to its current access control mechanism [8]. The proposed solution will be tested by means of user studies.
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Principales activités

- Study of existing access control mechanisms for collaborative systems
- Elicitation of requirements for the envisaged security mechanism through case studies
- Proposal of a group key management that satisfies the requirements
- Study of CRDTs
- Proposal of a composed CRDT that combines a CRDT for shared data with a CRDT for access rights with and that considers group key management operations
- Implementation of the proposed security mechanism in MUTE
- User studies on the proposed security mechanism

Compétences

- Engineering and/or Master 2 degree in Computer science / Applied mathematics with an experience in computer networks.
- Theoretical expertise: distributed systems, P2P networks, security
- Good collaborative and networking skills, excellent written and oral communication in English
- Good programming skills
- Strong analytical skills

Avantages

- Subsidized meals
- Partial reimbursement of public transport costs
- Leave: 7 weeks of annual leave + 10 extra days off due to RTT (statutory reduction in working hours) + possibility of exceptional leave (sick children, moving home, etc.)
- Possibility of teleworking (after 6 months of employment) and flexible organization of working hours
- Professional equipment available (videoconferencing, loan of computer equipment, etc.)
- Social, cultural and sports events and activities
- Access to vocational training
- Social security coverage

Rémunération

2100€ gross/month the 1st year

Informations générales

- Thème/Domaine : Systèmes distribués et intergiciels
- Systèmes d'information (BAP E)
- Centre Inria : Centre Inria de l'Université de Lorraine
- Date de prise de fonction souhaitée : 2024-10-01
- Durée de contrat : 3 ans
- Date limite pour postuler : 2024-04-28

Contacts

- Équipe Inria : COAST
- Directeur de thèse : Ignat Claudia-lavinia / claudia.ignat@inria.fr

A propos d'Inria

Inria est l'institut national de recherche dédié aux sciences et technologies du numérique. Il emploie 2600 personnes. Ses 215 équipes-projets agiles, en général communes avec des partenaires académiques, impliquent plus de 3900 scientifiques pour relever les défis du numérique, souvent à l'interface d'autres disciplines. L'institut fait appel à de nombreux talents dans plus d'une quarantaine de métiers différents. 900 personnels d'appui à la recherche et à l'innovation contribuent à faire émerger et grandir des projets scientifiques ou entrepreneuriaux qui impactent le monde. Inria travaille avec de nombreuses entreprises et a accompagné la création de plus de 200 start-up. L'institut s'efforce ainsi de répondre aux enjeux de la transformation numérique de la science, de la société et de l'économie.

Attention : Les candidatures doivent être déposées en ligne sur le site Inria. Le traitement des candidatures adressées par d'autres canaux n'est pas garanti.

Consignes pour postuler

Sécurité défense :
Ce poste est susceptible d'être affecté dans une zone à régime restrictif (ZRR), telle que définie dans le décret n°2011-1425 relatif à la protection du potentiel scientifique et technique de la nation (PPST). L'autorisation d'accès à une zone est délivrée par le chef d'établissement, après avis ministériel favorable, tel que défini dans l'arrêté du 03 juillet 2012, relatif à la PPST. Un avis ministériel défavorable pour un poste affecté dans une ZRR aurait pour conséquence l'annulation du recrutement.

Politique de recrutement :
Dans le cadre de sa politique diversité, tous les postes Inria sont accessibles aux personnes en situation de handicap.